
Restaurant for Sale Auckland

Location: Auckland
Asking: $111,000

Type:
Hospitality-
Restaurants

Contact:
Mahesh Bindra
09 579 9226 or 021 061 1905
anytime

nzbizbuysell.co.nz/122342

Link Business (Ellerslie)
Licensed REAA 2008
Broker Ref: EL04462
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Reputable Restaurant in Prime Location
Ready to seize a beloved business packed with potential?

Established in 2019 by the current owner, this Italian cuisine restaurant has earned a great
reputation for quality food and warm service. Now, an excellent opportunity exists for a new
owner to step in, reap the rewards of the work that has been done, and take it to even greater
heights!

Strategically situated in a sought-after Auckland suburb, the restaurant benefits from its
positioning amongst complementary businesses and has deservedly earned a place in the hearts
of its supportive community.

Business Highlights:

6-day operation
Strong clientele
Good online presence
4.7 Google star rating
Tight-knit team of professionals
Uber Eats & DoorDash diversified income

The business thrives with an owner-operated structure and will suit a qualified Chef, working
couple, or motivated entrepreneur.

The restaurant offers a solid foundation for growth and boasts several promising, untapped
avenues. Ultimately, you can put your stamp on this business and take it in whatever direction you
choose!

Superbly priced, well established, and renowned, the pieces are all in place to make this a
genuinely exciting venture not to be missed. Enquire now!

Mahesh Bindra, 021 061 1905, mahendra.velankar@linkbusiness.co.nz

***Some details of the business for sale are confidential and can only be disclosed upon contacting the
broker and a completion of a Confidentiality Agreement. Due to the confidentiality of this business a
stock photo image may be used to represent the business. 

 
#wesellbusinesses #buyajob #hospitality #restaurant #auckland
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